
Copy Vote Code voted from other half here:

_ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _
Random-Sample Voting Ballot

QUESTION: Do you believe 2048-bit RSA keys will be secure against brute-force attacks in 2020?

VOTING TIME: 12:00AM PDT Sunday 16 August 2015 through 12:00PM PDT Wednesday 19 August 2015

INSTRUCTIONS:

1 Choose either half of this sheet randomly (ballot number and password are the same for both halves).

2 Use a web browser to visit the webpage:
http://elections02-devel.uoa.gr/rse/vbb/crypto-2015-demo/

Your ballot number is your login: 299

Your password is: hlvw-jcuk-qpqt-qxrw

3 When prompted, enter the vote code that is printed adjacent your vote.

4 You should discard or destroy at least the half of this sheet that you used to vote; it is recommended,
however, that you keep the other half of this sheet and write down on it in the space provided your vote
code for later use in the audit.

Choice Vote-Code

Yes 1458-9130-6311

No 7787-3910-2964

Copy Vote Code voted from other half here:

_ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _
Random-Sample Voting Ballot

QUESTION:Do you believe 2048-bit RSA keys will be secure against brute-force attacks in 2020?

VOTING TIME:12:00AM PDT Sunday 16 August 2015 through 12:00PM PDT Wednesday 19 August 2015

INSTRUCTIONS:

1Choose either half of this sheet randomly (ballot number and password are the same for both halves).

2Use a web browser to visit the webpage:
http://elections02-devel.uoa.gr/rse/vbb/crypto-2015-demo/

Your ballot number is your login:299

Your password is:hlvw-jcuk-qpqt-qxrw

3When prompted, enter the vote code that is printed adjacent your vote.

4You should discard or destroy at least the half of this sheet that you used to vote; it is recommended,
however, that you keep the other half of this sheet and write down on it in the space provided your vote
code for later use in the audit.

ChoiceVote-Code

Yes5460-5228-1529

No3888-1190-5277


